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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a bounding methodology that allows to compute a tight lower bound 
on the cycle time of fork--join queueing networks with blocking and with general service time 
distributions. The methodology relies on two ideas. First, probability masses fitting (PMF) 
discretizes the service time distributions so that the evolution of the modified network can be 
modelled by a Markov chain. The PMF discretization is simple: the probability masses on 
regular intervals are computed and aggregated on a single value in the corresponding interval. 
Second, we take advantage of the concept of critical path, i.e. the sequence of jobs that covers 
a sample run. We show that the critical path can be computed with the discretized 
distributions and that the same sequence of jobs offers a lower bound on the original cycle 
time. The tightness of the bound is shown on computational experiments. Finally, we discuss 
the extension to split--and--merge networks and approximate estimations of the cycle time. 
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we are interested in the modelling of queueing networks with
finite buffers, which means blocking can occur when the next buffer is full.
We focus on fork-join queueing networks (FJQN). Other configurations are
discussed at the end of the paper. A FJQN is a queueing network in which
the nodes are linked arbitrarily without forming loops. The servers can have
several input or output servers, but each buffer has exactly one upstream
server and one downstream server [12]. When a service ends in a server, one
job is taken from each upstream buffer and one job is put in each downstream
buffer. An example of FJQN is given in Figure 1. In a fork server (e.g.
S2 in Figure 1), one item is taken from the previous buffer (except if it
is empty), disassembled into several pieces, and put in the next buffers
(except if they are full). In a join server (e.g. S6 in Figure 1), items are
taken from the previous buffers (except if they are empty), assembled into
one unit, and the latter is put in the next buffer (except if it is full). Such
queueing systems arise in many applications areas such as manufacturing
(assembly/disassembly systems) or parallel processing.

Furthermore, we take a few other assumptions. The service time dis-
tributions are general, but assumed to be finite, what is always the case in
practice. We suppose the network to be saturated, i.e. with infinite supply
and demand (sources, like S1 and S3 in Figure 1, are never starved, and
sinks, like S7 and S8, are never blocked). The blocking policy is supposed to
be “blocking after service”, i.e. if the next buffer is full when a server ends
its job, the job waits in the server. These assumptions are not restrictive
as virtual servers could be used to model arrivals or demand, and as the
method could be fitted to other blocking policies.

In general, queueing networks with general service time distributions

Figure 1: Example of a fork-join queueing network (FJQN).
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cannot be analyzed exactly. In order to analytically model them, the dis-
tributions have to be transformed to tractable distributions, which means
phase–type distributions in most cases. This can be considered as the first
step of the global modelling process. Moments fitting is most commonly
used (see Whitt [24], Johnson & Taaffe [14] or Bobbio et al. [7] for ex-
ample). The maximum likelihood estimation (see Asmussen et al. [2] or
Bobbio et al. [6]) and the minimum distance estimation (see Varah [23]) are
other options [19]. Lang & Arthur [17] conducted a vast experimental study
of some fitting methods, based on moments fitting as well as on likelihood
maximization. They concluded that a “moderate order (order 4 or order 8)”
is satisfactory for the “phase–type behaved” distributions while an higher
order is necessary for other distributions (low variance, steep increase or
decrease, multiple modes, finite support). In a previous article, we proposed
an alternative method to build tractable discrete distributions: probability
masses fitting [20]. This method is used in the present paper. It is briefly
presented in Section 2.1.

It is important to note that this first step, the transformation of the
original distributions, unavoidably introduces an error in the subsequent
performance analysis. In other words, any modelling of a queueing net-
work with general distributions is approximate. No exact evaluation can be
reached in the general case. However, in the literature, most authors omit
this first step of the modelling process. Doing so, they neglect the approx-
imation error coming from the building of tractable distributions. In this
context, many analytical models of queueing networks have been proposed
[1, 5, 8, 19]. They can be viewed as the second step of the global modelling
process (when phase–type distributions have been built). They are of two
types: exact or approximate. For non–trivial configurations, the main exact
methods are called state models, and consist in the exact modelling of the
evolution of the system by a Markov Chain. Their limitation comes from
the explosion of the state space size. Consequently, approximate methods
have been proposed. The most popular models are based on the idea of de-
composing the system into smaller subsystems, and then including back the
interdependencies between the subsystems (see, for example, the survey by
Dallery & Frein [10] for the decomposition method and Kerbache & Smith
[15] for the expansion method).

In this paper, we analyze queueing networks with general distributions
(we do not suppose phase–type distributions). In other words, we consider
the complete modelling process, including the building of tractable distribu-
tions and the proper analytical modelling. As explained earlier, the exact
modelling of queueing networks with general distributions is not possible.
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In this context, bounds represent the second exact option. It can be used
to test approximations or simulation models, or to develop approximations
with known accuracy. This paper aims to propose a new lower bound on the
cycle time, i.e. the average time in steady–state between two units leaving
the system.

The literature proposing bounds on the performance measures of queue-
ing networks can be divided in two types: assuming phase–type distributions
or not. Most papers assume phase–type distributions (i.e. focus on the sec-
ond step of the modelling). In this case, exact solutions can be computed,
theoretically. Researchers thus look for approximations and bounds which
are quicker to compute. In the following, we cite the main bounding method-
ologies proposed in the literature. Liu and Buzacott [18] proposed through-
put bounds related to the decomposition methods mentioned previously. To
get a lower bound on the cycle time (upper bound on the throughput), they
increase the capacity of all buffers to infinity, except for the buffer of the first
subsystem. Another bounded approximation is known as bounded aggrega-
tion [9, 5]. It decomposes the underlying Markov process, i.e. its state space,
and derives bounds on the stationary probabilities, with various levels of ac-
curacy and complexity. Kumar and coauthors proposed to use constraints
on the behavior of the system to obtain a linear program which leads to
upper and lower bounds on the throughput [16]. Another approach, called
Performance Bound Hierarchy, has been proposed by Eager and Sevcik [13].
Their recursive algorithm computes bounds whose tightness improves with
the number of recursive steps.

Concerning queueing networks with general distributions, few papers
have proposed bounds. The first approach relies on the concavity and mono-
tonicity properties of queueing systems [22, 5, 11]. Increasing the buffers ca-
pacities leads to lower bounds on the cycle time while decreasing it leads to
upper bounds. However, these properties are useful only if the modified net-
work is tractable, which can be the case for zero or infinite buffer capacities.
With such an approach, the achieved accuracy is poor, and it is impossi-
ble to evaluate the impact of the size of the buffers. A second approach
is the bounding methodology developed by Baccelli and coauthors [4], for
systems with synchronization constraints and general distributions. It relies
on the recursion equation of the system and on the theory of stochastic or-
dering. Baccelli and Liu applied the methodology to stochastic decision free
petri nets, which can model various queueing networks [3]. They show that
stochastic ordering of service times leads to stochastic ordering of the cycle
time. Unfortunately, the tightness of the bounds has not been investigated.
Finally, in previous works [20, 21], we proposed bounds on the through-
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put of tandem queues with general service time distributions, using another
bounding methodology which leads to less tight bounds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the discretization method we use to get tractable distributions (probability
masses fitting), and, then, we present the global modelling method, where
the transformed system is modelled by a Markov chain. Section 3 then
presents the critical path, its relevant properties and its computation. In
Section 4, we show the main result of the paper: a new lower bound on
the cycle time. Next, in Section 5, we assess the tightness of the bound
by computational experiments on various network structures. In Section 6,
we discuss an extension of the proposed bounding methodology to split and
merge configurations and we show that an accurate approximation of the
cycle time can also be computed. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2 Modelling

In this section, we present the global modelling method. Its main originality
comes in the first step, i.e. in the building of tractable distributions. We
propose an alternative method called probability masses fitting (PMF) to
build discrete phase–type distributions. After PMF, the evolution of the
queueing network can be modelled by a Markov chain, from which the per-
formances can be evaluated. This modelling method has been introduced
and extensively discussed in [20] for tandem queues. In the following, we
first briefly present probability masses fitting and, then, the global modelling
method.

2.1 Probability Masses Fitting

Probability masses fitting (PMF) is quite intuitive: the probability masses
on regular intervals are computed and aggregated on a single value in the cor-
responding interval. It is illustrated in Figure 2. Formally, PMF transforms
a given finite distribution into a discrete one by aggregating the probability
mass distributed in the interval ((j − 1)τ + α, jτ + α] on the point jτ , for
j = 2, . . . , a, and the mass in [0, τ + α] on τ . Note that the first interval
is treated differently in order to avoid a discrete value on zero, generating
jobs of length zero and complicating the resolution. The parameter a gives
the number of discrete values, and α gives the shift of the probability mass
intervals compared to the corresponding discrete values. The parameter τ
gives the interval between two discrete values (which has to be constant), as
well as the size of the interval on which the probability mass is computed.
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Figure 2: Discretization by probability masses fitting, with a = 3.

In the following, the random variable representing the service time of
wi,k, the job k on server i, is denoted l(wi,k). The realization of l(wi,k)
in a sample run r, i.e. the time the job wi,k takes in this particular run
r, is denoted lr(wi,k). The service times discretized by PMF are denoted
lα(wi,k) and the realizations lrα(wi,k). With these notations, the PMF can
be formulated as follows:

lrα(wi,k)
∆
= τ, if lr(wi,k) ≤ τ + α, ∀ r, i, k,
∆
=

⌈

lr(wi,k)−α

τ

⌉

τ, if lr(wi,k) > τ + α, ∀ r, i, k.

Probability masses fitting has some interesting properties. By definition,
it is simple, it preserves the shape of the original distribution and it is
refinable, i.e. the fitting can be improved by increasing the number a of
discretization steps. It is easily seen that lrα(wi,k)− τ ≤ lr(wi,k) ≤ lrα(wi,k)+
α. In [20], we show that these bounds on the service time can be extended
to bounds on the cycle time, cα − τ ≤ c ≤ cα + α, where c and cα are the
cycle time in the original and in the discretized time, respectively. Finally,
the main weaknesses lies in the fact that it is not well suited for service time
distributions including rare events.

2.2 Modelling Method

The global modelling method can be described as follows. First, the original,
general, service time distributions are transformed to discrete phase–type
distributions by probability masses fitting. Note that the step size τ has
to be the same for each server’s distribution. Then, an analytical model
can be used. Various state–of–the art models could be applied (see Section
1). In this paper, aiming to show a bound on the cycle time, we use an
exact model, more precisely a state model. The evolution of the system is
described by a Markov chain whose states are the possible combinations of
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Figure 3: Steps of the modelling method, applied to a two servers tandem
queue.

the stages of the various servers and the number of units in the buffers. The
performance of the queueing system can then be evaluated from the Markov
chain.

The method is best illustrated on a simple example. Let us consider the
simplest possible network: a two servers tandem queue (see Figure 3.a). The
buffer size equals one. The original service time distributions are shown in
Figure 3.b. The first step of the method aims to build tractable distribu-
tions. Probability masses fitting is applied with a = 2 and α/τ = 1/2, i.e.
aggregating the probability mass in the middle of the interval. It leads to
the discrete distributions given in Figure 3.c. They can then be represented
as discrete phase–type distributions (Figure 3.d). Then, the second step
of the method comes into play: the system is analytically modelled. The
Markov chain given in Figure 3.e lists all the possible recurrent states of
the system and the transitions between these states. The first symbol of a
state refers to the first server, the second to the queue and the third to the
second server. Each server can be starved (S), blocked (B) or in some stage
of service (for example, 1 means that the server already spent one time step
serving the current unit). Each queue is described by the number of units
waiting in the buffer (0 or 1 in this case). For example, state B12 means that
the first server is blocked, that the buffer is full and that the second server
already worked during two time steps on the current job. From a state, the
transition to a new state depends on a server ending its current job or not.
From state 112 for example, in the next time step, the second server will
finish its current job, and begin to serve the unit which is waiting in the
queue. So, if the first server ends its job, he will put the unit in the queue
and begin a new job, leading to state 111. On the other hand, if the first
server continues to serve the same unit, the new state will be 201. Finally,
the Markov chain can be built applying this logic to every state, and the
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performances of the system can be computed from the chain.
The size of the Markov chain is, in first approximation, proportional

to the number of combinations of individual servers and queues states, i.e.
∏m

i=1(ai + 2) ·
∏m

i=2(bi + 1) with m the number of servers, ai the number of
discrete values in the discretized service time distribution of server i, and
bi the size of the buffer preceding server i. Note that this is a pessimistic
estimate as a non–negligible number of these individual combinations are
not possible.

3 Critical path

In this section, we present the notion of critical path, which is one of the
key ideas allowing to prove and compute the proposed bound.

3.1 Synchronization constraints

The notion of critical path relies on the synchronization constraints of the
queueing network, also called evolution equation, or state recursion [4]. This
property can be found in [12] for fork–join queueing networks with blocking
(with blocking–before–service policy). We present it in the next lemma, in
a different form.

To state the synchronization constraints, we first need some notations.
As already mentioned, each server is given an index i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, with
m being the number of servers. The set of servers which directly precede a
server i is denoted E(i) and the set of servers which directly follow a server
i is denoted F (i). The size of the buffer between servers i and j is denoted
b(i, j). Each job is given an index k = 1, 2, . . ., where the first job to leave
the system is given index 1. Finally, the moments at which job wi,k starts
and ends in the run r are denoted trstart(wi,k) and trend(wi,k). The time the
sample run starts is fixed to zero.

The next lemma gives the synchronization constraints for fork–join queue-
ing networks with blocking, the idea being that a server i can start a job
k if three conditions are satisfied. First, each previous server should have
finished job k. Second, the previous job on server i, job k − 1, has to be
finished. Third, there should be some room left for this job k−1 in each fol-
lowing buffer. In other words, the previous job k − 1 should not be blocked
in server i. Moreover, once all these conditions are satisfied, there is no
reason to wait and, so, wi,k starts exactly when the last condition becomes
satisfied.
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Lemma 1. (Synchronization constraints) Given a fork–join queueing

network, the moment a job wi,k starts, in a sample run r, is given by the

following equation:

trstart(wi,k) = max
[

max
j∈E(i)

[ trend(wj,k) ], (1)

trend(wi,k−1), (2)

max
j∈F (i)

[ trstart(wj,k−b(i,j)−1) ]
]

. (3)

Moreover, the starting time of a job is always equal to the ending time of

another job, as we have:

trstart(wj,k−b(i,j)−1) = max
[

trend(wj,k−b(i,j)−2), (4)

max
h∈F (j)

[ trend(wh,k−b(i,j)−b(j,h)−3) ], (5)

. . .
]

. (6)

Proof. Each term corresponds to one of the conditions mentioned previously, and to one
state (starved, working, or blocked) preceding wi,k on server i.

(1) Job wi,k cannot start before each preceding server j ∈ E(i) passed unit k to server i.
If this term corresponds to the maximum, i.e. tstart(wi,k) = maxj∈E(i)[ tend(wj,k) ],
it means server i was starved before beginning to work on unit k.

(2) The server i cannot begin to work on unit k before it finished working on the previous
unit k − 1. If tstart(wi,k) = tend(wi,k−1), it means server i was working just before
starting job wi,k.

(3) In fact, before starting wi,k, server i should not only finish to work on job wi,k−1 but
should also get rid of unit k− 1. Therefore, there should be some room left in each
following buffer. This is not the case (and server i gets blocked) if units k − 2 to
k − b(i, j) − 1 are waiting in the queue preceding any server j ∈ F (i). Indeed, in
this case, the buffer is full. So, wi,k can only start when job k − b(i, j) − 1 began
on server j. In this case, i.e. if tstart(wi,k) equals term (3), it means server i was
blocked before beginning to work on unit k.

Once all the above conditions are satisfied, there is no reason to wait. Moreover, equation
(1-3) gathers all conditions as every possible state preceding wi,k is considered (starved,
working, or blocked).

The second part of the lemma can be directly deduced from equation (1-3). Job
k − b(i, j) − 1 can only start if the previous job k − b(i, j) − 2 finished (leading to term
(4)), and if there is room left in the next buffers for server j to get rid of k − b(i, j) − 2
(5). The last condition means that k − b(i, j) − b(j, h) − 2 should have started on server
h ∈ F (j), which means k − b(i, j) − b(j, h) − 3 should have ended. Similar conditions can
then be found for the following servers.

These synchronization constraints are the basis which allows to define,
build and compute the critical path.
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Figure 4: Gantt chart of a sample run, for a three server tandem queue,
with buffer sizes b(1, 2) = b(2, 3) = 1. The critical path is given in gray. The
time goes from left to right. The state of a server is represented either by
a letter (B for blocked, S for starved) or by the job currently served. The
state of a queue is represented by the number of units waiting inside.

3.2 Definition and construction

The critical path of the sample run1 r, denoted cp(r), is defined as the
sequence of jobs that covers the run r without gap and without overlap.
By definition, the length of a run r (in other words the time to serve the
corresponding number of units) can thus be written as a sum of job lengths:

l(r) =
∑

wi,k∈cp(r)

lr(wi,k). (7)

The notion of critical path is illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen that the
critical path allows to cover the sample run by a sequence of jobs.

The critical path can be built quite easily. Starting with the last job
that leaves the network (at the end of run r), we look which job end, in this
precise run, has triggered its start. This new job will be part of the critical
path and, from it, the next job can be found in the same way. Repeating
this process, we can proceed backwards in time until the start of the run.
As every job start is triggered by the end of another job, every run r has at
least one critical path.

Moreover, note that the course of the critical path among the servers can
be related to the server state before each job of the path. The predecessor
of a job in the critical path can be deduced from the state of the same server
just before this job. If the server is previously working, the predecessor is
obviously a job on the same server (and this corresponds to the term (2) in
Lemma 1). If the server is previously starved, the predecessor is a job on the
previous server for which the current server was waiting (term (1), see for

1From this point on, we will assume the sample runs to be finite.
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example w3,11 to w2,11 in Figure 4). If the server is previously blocked, the
predecessor is a job on the later server which was blocking the current server
(terms (4-6), see for example w1,6 to w3,1 in Figure 4). This characteristic
is the key idea which allows us to compute the critical path, as explained in
the next section.

3.3 Computation

In this section, we sketch how the critical path can be computed. By com-
putation of the critical path, we mean the computation of the steady–state
probabilities pcp

α (i, s) that, at a given discrete time, if the system is in state s,
the critical path “lies” on server i . For example, in Figure 3, pcp

α (1,B12) = 0
and pcp

α (2,B12) = 1, as the critical path cannot lie on a blocked server. Note
that we use the subscript α because the critical path is, and can only be,
computed in the discretized time.

The question is thus how the probabilities pcp
α (i, s) can be computed.

They can be computed thanks to the fact that the predecessor of a job in
the critical path can be deduced from the state of the same server just before
this job (see previous subsection). Let us consider a transition from a system
state s to another system state s′ and analyze the behavior of the critical
path while this transition is encountered. We can infer on which server the
critical path will lie in the system state s if we know where cp lies in s′ and
if we know the individual servers states constituting s. The critical path
will lie in the (working) server i of s in three cases. First, going backward
in time, cp will stay on server i in state s if it was already on i in state s′

(w3,8 to w3,7 in Figure 4). Second, cp will jump, going backward in time,
to a preceding server i in s if it was on server if in s′, with i ∈ E(if ), and
if the server was starved by server i previously, i.e. sif = Si (w3,11 to w2,11

in Figure 4). Third, cp will jump, going backward in time, to a following
server i in s if it was on server ie in s′, with i ∈ F (ie), and if the server was
blocked by server i previously, i.e. sie = Bi (w2,11 to w3,8 in Figure 4). To
get the probability pcp

α (i, s) that, at a given time, the critical path lies on
server i if the system is in state s, we thus simply have to consider these
three cases for each possible transition from state s to one of its successors
and weight each transition by its probability. We finally get the following
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equation, ∀ i, s:

pcp
α (i, s) = 1{si 6=S,B}

∑

s′∈ Suc(s) p[s → s′]
(

pcp
α (i, s′)

+1{sif
=Si,i∈E(if )} pcp

α (if , s′)

+1{sie=Bi,i∈F (ie)} pcp
α (ie, s

′)

+1{sie=Bi,sid
=Bie ,i∈F (ie),ie∈F (id)}p

cp
α (id, s

′)

+ . . .
)

,

where 1{condition} is the indicator function, i.e. it equals one if the condition
is satisfied and zero otherwise, p[s → s′] is the transition probability between
the system states s and s′, and Suc(s) is the set of successors of s, i.e.
s′ ∈ Suc(s) if p[s → s′] > 0.

Thus, to compute the probabilities pcp
α (i, s), a linear system of equations

has to be solved. The number of unknows of this system equals the number
of servers m (index i) times the number of system states (index s). In first
approximation, its size is thus proportional to m ·

∏m
i=1(ai +2) ·

∏m
i=2(bi +1)

(see Section 2.2). This system of equations has to be solved to compute the
bound proposed in Section 4. The complexity is thus the main limitation of
the proposed bounding methodology. It can be seen from the formula that
the complexity increases when the number of discrete values a increases,
in other words when the PMF discretization refines. There is thus a clear
trade–off between complexity and accuracy, which can be directly controlled
by the parameter a. The size of the Markov chain also quickly increases with
the complexity of the system configuration (number of servers and buffer
sizes).

3.4 Properties

In this section, we give two properties of the critical path which will be
directly used in order to prove the bound in the next section. The first
property relates the sequence of jobs defining the critical path in the original
(resp. discretized) realisation to the same sequence of jobs in the discretized
(resp. original) realisation. The second property relates the number of jobs
in the critical path to the number of units served.

We begin with the first property. Let us consider the critical path of a
sample run r. It is defined as the sequence of jobs, cp(r) = {wi,k}, that covers
r without gap and without overlap. We would like to know the behavior
of this sequence of jobs {wi,k} in another run. The equation of Lemma 1
is valid for any run: a job wi,k cannot be started before all the jobs on the
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right hand side are finished. This is just a static structural property of the
system, independent of the run. Consequently, as two consecutive jobs in
the sequence cp(r) = {wi,k} satisfy this structural property, in another run,
the same sequence of jobs will not show any overlap either. The absence of
overlap is independent of the run considered. However, which precise job
end will trigger the start of job wi,k, i.e. which term of equation (1-3) will be
satisfied at equality, depends on the service times and thus on the particular
run we consider. In another run, gaps could thus appear between the jobs
of the sequence {wi,k}. In conclusion, while it forms the critical path in
the run r, the sequence of jobs {wi,k} will just be a non–overlapping path,
maybe with gaps, in another run. Obviously, in a given run, the sum of the
lengths of the jobs composing a non–overlapping path is always shorter than
the length of the critical path, as the first may include gaps.

The second property relates the cardinality |cp(rα)| of the critical path
of the discretized run rα, i.e. the number of jobs in it, to the number nr

of units served by a server during run rα. We denote p1,α the steady–state
probability that a given server is, at a given time, in first stage of service, in
the discretized time. Similarly, we define pcp

1,α as the steady–state probability
that the server where the critical path lies at a given time is in first stage of
service, in the discretized time.

Lemma 2. The ratio between the number of jobs in the critical path and

the number of units served can be computed as follows:

lim
nr→∞

|cp(rα)|

nr
=

pcp
1,α

p1,α

, ∀ i.

Proof. As, in discrete time, every job passes through its first stage during one time step
τ , and as the mean time to serve one job equals, by definition, the cycle time cα, we have
p1,α = τ/cα. Similarly, as every job of cp(rα) passes through its first stage during one
time step, and if lα(wcp) denotes the average length of a job in the critical path in discrete
time, we have pcp

1,α = τ/lα(wcp). Consequently, we get:

pcp
1,α

p1,α

=
cα

lα(wcp)
= lim

nr→∞

l(rα)/nr

l(rα)/|cp(rα)|
= lim

nr→∞

|cp(rα)|

nr
.

4 Tight lower bound

At this stage, we are able to show the main result of the paper: a computable
and tight lower bound on the cycle time of general fork–join queueing net-
works. The core idea comes from the first property given in the previ-
ous subsection. The sequence of jobs which constitutes the critical path in

12



Figure 5: Critical paths and corresponding non–overlapping paths, in an
original run (left) and in the discretized run (right, with α = 0), for a
tandem queue made of four servers.

the discretized time form a non–overlapping path in the original time, thus
shorter than the critical path in the original time, and thus shorter than the
length of the original sample run. The critical path in the discretized time
thus leads to a lower bound in the original time, and, importantly, it can be
computed (see Section 3.3).

Before rigorously proving this result, let us illustrate it in Figure 5. The
left–hand side shows a run r in the original time and the right–hand side
depicts the corresponding discretized run rα. On the left hand–side, the
critical path is colored in light gray. Its length gives the real time to serve
three units. On the right–hand side, the critical path is colored in dark
gray. The corresponding non–overlapping path is given in dark gray on
the left–hand side. It can be seen that it offers a lower bound on the real
time to produce three units. In other words, in the original time (left), the
dark sequence of jobs is smaller than the light critical path. Moreover, it is
reasonable to think that the critical path in the discretized time leads to a
non–overlapping path (dark sequence) which is close to the critical path in
the original time (light sequence), and thus to a tight lower bound.

In the next proposition, we show that the non–overlapping path in the
original time can be computed, and thus, that a good lower bound can be
computed. The proof relies on two ideas. First, the probability for a job
of the dark sequence to be on a given server and to have its length in a
given interval can be deduced from the discrete critical path computation.
Second, the expected length of such a job (knowing its discretized length)
is independent of the fact that it belongs to the dark sequence and can thus
be computed.

Proposition 3. The proposed modelling method, and the critical path com-

putation, allows to compute the following lower bound on the cycle time c of

13



a fork–join queueing network:

c ≥
pcp
1,α

p1,α

m
∑

i=1

a
∑

j=1

P [lα(wi,k) = jτ |wi,k ∈ cp(rα)] · E[l(wi,k) | lα(wi,k) = jτ ].

(8)

Proof. Let us suppose that we choose a given wi,k in the discrete time (right–hand side of
Figure 5) and that its length equals jτ . The only thing we know about the original length
of wi,k (left–hand side of Figure 5) is that it lies in the interval for which the probability
mass is aggregated on jτ , i.e. between (j − 1)τ + α (0 if j = 1) and jτ + α. If wi,k is
chosen in the discretized time, independently of its length in the original time, we have no
clue about the position of the original length in the interval. The original length (known
to be in a given interval [(j − 1)τ + α, jτ + α]) of a job which is chosen because it belongs
to the critical path in the discretized time is thus independent of the fact that it belongs
to this critical path cp(rα). We have:

E[l(wi,k) | lα(wi,k) = jτ & wi,k ∈ cp(rα)] = E[l(wi,k) | lα(wi,k) = jτ ].

Moreover using Lemma 2, the right–hand side term of (8) can be rewritten as follows:

lim
nr→∞

|cp(rα)|

nr

m
∑

i=1

a
∑

j=1

P [lα(wi,k) = jτ | wi,k ∈ cp(rα)]

·E[l(wi,k) | lα(wi,k) = jτ & wi,k ∈ cp(rα)]

= lim
nr→∞

|cp(rα)|

nr
E[l(wi,k) |wi,k ∈ cp(rα)].

The expression |cp(rα)| · E[l(wi,k) |wi,k ∈ cp(rα)] gives the length, in the original time, of
the sequence of jobs making the critical path in the discrete time, i.e. the dark sequence
on the left-hand side of Figure 5. As it is only a non–overlapping path in the original
time, it is shorter than the critical path (in light gray), and thus than the global real time
to serve nr units. Formally, this can be written as follows, and it completes the proof.

lim
nr→∞

|cp(rα)|

nr
E[l(wi,k) |wi,k ∈ cp(rα)] ≤ lim

nr→∞

|cp(r)|

nr
E[l(wi,k) |wi,k ∈ cp(r)] = c.

It is essential to see that this lower bound is computable. Each term
can be computed. The two terms implying the critical path cp(rα) (pcp

1,α

and P [lα(wi,k) = jτ |wi,k ∈ cp(rP,α)]) are easily inferred from the critical
path computation, i.e. from the probabilities pcp

α (i, s) (see Section 3.3). We
remind that the critical path computation suffers from a high complexity.
The probability p1,α is deduced from the steady–state probabilities of the
states of the Markov chain (see Section 2.2). Finally, E[l(wi,k) | lα(wi,k) =
jτ ] can be computed from the original service time distributions, which are
known.

It can be argued that the proposed lower bound is tight because the
critical path does not differ much from the discretized to the original time.
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Moreover, when the number of discretization steps a increases, the length
of a discretized job becomes closer to the length of the original job. Con-
sequently, the lower bound becomes tighter when the PMF discretization is
refined. At the limit, when a goes to infinity, the discretized time tends to
be equivalent to the original time, and the bound thus converges to the exact
cycle time. Finally, note that the proposed bound relies on both points pre-
sented previously in the paper. First, the critical path, and its computation,
is obviously essential here. Second, the lower bound also relies on the idea
of probability masses fitting as it uses the fact that the probability mass in
an interval is aggregated in one value jτ .

5 Computational experiments

In order to assess the tightness of the proposed bound, and to study its
behavior, we compared it to simulations results. Various networks con-
figurations have been tested: tandem, fork and join, with two, three, or
four servers (various possibilities in this case). The global storage space of
a network goes from zero to four and is supposed to be balanced among
the buffers. Each configuration has been tested with various service time
distributions, arbitrary chosen among the ten following distributions: uni-
form(0,1), beta(1.3,1), beta(2,2), beta(4,4), beta(5.5,6), beta(8,8), beta(10,9),
triangular(0,1,0.5), triangular(0.2,1,0.3) and triangular(0.1,0.9,0.6). These
distributions have various expectations and various coefficients of variation.
In total, 700 FJQN have been analyzed. Moreover, the parameters of the
modelling method have also been varied aiming to understand their respec-
tive influence: the number a of discretization steps (4, 6 and 8 steps) and the
shift parameter α (α/τ = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1). In total, we made 10500 ex-
periments. Tables 1 to 3 illustrate the levels of accuracy reached by the lower
bound on the cycle time. They give the average relative error, in percent,
between the bound and the result of the simulation (i.e. (sim−bound)/sim).

Table 1 gives the average relative errors obtained for all the network
configurations (tandem, fork, join, with various numbers of servers and var-
ious storage spaces). First of all, it shows the tightness of the bound. On
average, the level of accuracy reached is 0.4% with eight discretization steps,
0.7% with six and 1.4% with only four steps. We remind that this accuracy,
as well as the bound caracteristic, is valid for general distributions, i.e. for
the global modelling process, including the building of tractable distribu-
tions. In Table 1, the influence of parameters a and α is also illustrated. It
can be seen that the tightness of the bound increases significantly when the
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α/τ 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

a = 4 1.74% 1.53% 1.41% 1.37% 1.41%
a = 6 0.83% 0.74% 0.68% 0.64% 0.64%
a = 8 0.50% 0.45% 0.42% 0.39% 0.39%

Table 1: Average bound tightness reached on all FJQN networks configu-
rations. The shift parameter α and the number a of discretization steps
vary.

discretization is refined. This is not surprising as the approximation of the
distributions improves, so does the approximation of the critical path. The
shift parameter α has less impact. In the next tables, we choose to focus on
the case where the mass is grouped in the middle of the interval (α/τ = 0.5),
which is the most natural. Other parameters α lead to the same behavior.

Table 2 aims to illustrate the influence of the configuration of the net-
work on the tightness of the bound. It can be seen that the accuracy reached
for tandem, fork or join networks is very similar. The number of servers
composing the network has a significant influence. Nevertheless, the bound
stays tight for larger networks. Table 2 also gives the size of the system of
equations to be solved (note that the matrix of the system is sparse and
structured). It can be seen that it quickly increases with the number a of
discretization steps and with the size of the system. In terms of computa-

Tandem Fork Join

m 2 3 4 3 4 3 4

a = 4
0.83% 1.30% 1.64% 1.27% 1.55% 1.30% 1.62%

84 558 2424 618 2656 618 2904

a = 6
0.38% 0.61% 0.80% 0.61% 0.75% 0.64% 0.79%

176 1530 7852 1728 8884 1728 9612

a = 8
0.21% 0.36% 0.51% 0.36% 0.48% 0.38% 0.51%

300 3186 18316 3630 21276 3630 22572

Table 2: Average bound tightness reached for various FJQN networks config-
urations, with various numbers of servers m. The number a of discretization
steps varies, and α/τ = 0.5. The size of the linear system of equations to
be solved is given in italic (for

∑

b(i, j) = 2).
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∑

b(i, j) 0 1 2 3 4

a = 4
1.98% 1.78% 1.38% 1.03% 0.87%

120 246 558 870 1374

a = 6
0.98% 0.87% 0.66% 0.49% 0.40%

258 594 1530 2466 4071

a = 8
0.58% 0.51% 0.39% 0.29% 0.17%

444 1122 3186 5250 8940

Table 3: Average bound tightness reached for various storage spaces. The
number a of discretization steps varies, and α/τ = 0.5. The size of the linear
system of equations to be solved is given in italic (for a three station line).

tional time2, the method (construction and resolution) takes 0.2, 1.7 and 40
seconds to compute the bound, for tandem queues with 2, 3 and 4 servers,
respectively, and with a = 8 and

∑

b(i, j) = 2.
Table 3 shows that the bound tends to tighten when the storage space

of the network is increased. In summary, concerning the configuration of
the network, while the type of configuration does not seem to matter, the
tightness of the bound seems to deteriorate when the number of servers
increases, and it seems to improve when the storage space increases.

Ideally, these results should be compared to those of concurrent meth-
ods. However, as explained in the introduction, few methods exist. The
contribution of Baccelli [4] is mainly theoretical. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the accuracy of the results have not been investigated. In previous
work, we proposed another bounding methodology, based on the result of
the modelling methodology, without taking advantage of the critical path
computation (see Section 2.1 or [20] for more details). The tightness of the
bounds is directly related to the step size τ , and is clearly not as good.
For example, for three station tandem queues, with a = 8 and α/τ = 0.5,
the average relative error equals 9.9%. This can be compared to the 0.36%
tightness reached with the present bound (see Table 2).

2Using the Gaussian elimination implemented in Matlab
R© on a 2.16 GHz usual PC,

2 GB RAM.
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Figure 6: Examples of three station split (left) and merge (right) networks.

6 Extensions

6.1 Split and merge configurations

In this paper, we proposed a new bounding methodology, which allows to
compute a tight lower bound on the cycle time. For the sake of readability,
we described it for fork–join queueing networks, for which the description
is the simplest. However, the methodology could be applied or extended to
other queueing networks.

In this subsection, we are interested in split and merge queueing networks
with blocking. In such networks, the nodes are linked arbitrarily without
forming loops, i.e. the servers can have several input or output servers. Un-
like in FJQN, one buffer is associated to each server, and a server exclusively
takes items from this buffer. In split and merge networks, items are not as-
sembled or disassembled, one item entering the system leads to exactly one
unit leaving the system. In a split configuration, the item is routed to one
of the following servers, with some routing probabilities (see Figure 6). In
a merge configuration, the merge server takes the items from the buffer,
which gathers the items from every preceding server (see Figure 6). Like in
the rest of the paper, we suppose general finite service time distributions,
saturation of the network, and “blocking after service” policy.

The bounding methodology can be straightforwardly extended to split
configurations. The critical path in the discretized run leads to a non–
overlapping path in the original time and thus to a lower bound. In order to
assess the tightness of this bound, we compute it for 220 split configurations,
similarly to the experiments reported in Section 5. In order to keep the
network balanced, some distributions, for split servers notably, were shrunk
to a domain which is half of the previous one ([0 0.5] instead of [0 1]). The
results are summarized in Table 4. They show the tightness of the bound for
split networks. The average accuracy reached are similar but slightly less
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m 3 4

a = 4
1.81% 2.32%
501 2324

a = 6
0.70% 0.98%
1434 8328

a = 8
0.38% 0.57%
3045 21024

Table 4: Average bound tightness reached for the split configurations, with
various numbers of servers m. The number a of discretization steps varies,
and α/τ = 0.5. The size of the linear system of equations to be solved is
given in italic (with

∑

b(i, j) = 2).

good than the one reached on previously studied networks (see Table 2).
This can be explained by the fact that some distributions are shrunk and
thus less finely discretized (these distributions are discretized to 3 values
when a = 6 for example).

Concerning merge configurations, the extension of the bounding method-
ology turns out to be trickier, if not infeasible. Indeed, with merge servers,
a key property of the critical path does not hold anymore: the sequence
of jobs which makes the critical path in the discrete run is not necessarily
non–overlapping in the original run. If a merge server is starved, the pre-
ceding server from which the unstarving job comes is the first to finish3. It
thus depends on the considered run: the unstarving server could be different
from the discrete to the original run. In such case, as illustrated in Figure
7, an overlap can appear in the sequence of job, in the original run. The
bounding methodology can thus not be directly extended to merge configu-
rations. Moreover, it seems to be difficult to bound the overlap lengths or
to find another (tight) non–overlapping path.

6.2 Approximations

In the core of the paper, we focus on showing a bound on the productiv-
ity, which is the only exact information reachable with general service time
distributions. However, the performances can also be evaluated from the
modelling method described in Section 2. A straightforward approximation
of the cycle time is given by the cycle time of the system in the discretized

3The structural constraints (see Lemma 1) are changed. The first term (1) is replaced
by minj∈E(i)[ t

r
end(wj,k′) ].
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Figure 7: Example, illustrated on a Gantt chart, where the sequence of job
defining the critical path, colored in dark gray, in the discretized run (right)
leads to an overlap in the original run (left).

time (with α/τ = 0.5), which can be computed from the Markov chain. Of
course, the bounding property is lost in these estimation. In this section,
we briefly illustrate this other feature of the proposed modelling method.
The accuracy of the cycle time approximation is studied on various network
configurations and compared to simulation results.

A total of 700 fork–join queueing networks were tested. The configura-
tions, the service time distributions and the storage spaces are the same as
for the bound tests (see Section 5). Table 5 shows the good accuracy of the
approximation. On average, the level of accuracy reached is approximately
0.13% with eight discretization steps, 0.22% with six and 0.5% with only
four steps. Moreover, the accuracy of the approximation turns out to be
remarkably stable with the configuration and the number of servers. Table
6 shows that the accuracy is also stable in the storage space, even if it seems
to be slightly deteriorating. These tables can be compared to Tables 2 and 3

Tandem Fork Join

m 2 3 4 3 4 3 4

a = 4
0.54% 0.50% 0.43% 0.48% 0.46% 0.44% 0.49%

42 186 606 206 664 206 726

a = 6
0.24% 0.22% 0.19% 0.21% 0.21% 0.20% 0.22%

88 510 1963 576 2221 576 2403

a = 8
0.13% 0.13% 0.12% 0.12% 0.13% 0.12% 0.13%

150 1062 4579 1210 5319 1210 5643

Table 5: Average accuracy of the approximation for various fork–join config-
urations, with various numbers of servers m. The number a of discretization
steps varies, and α/τ = 0.5. The size of the linear system of equations to
be solved is given in italic (for

∑

b(i, j) = 2).
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∑

b(i, j) 0 1 2 3 4

a = 4
0.45% 0.41% 0.46% 0.51% 0.55%

40 83 186 290 458

a = 6
0.21% 0.19% 0.21% 0.23% 0.23%

86 198 510 822 1357

a = 8
0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.13% 0.15%

148 374 1062 1750 2980

Table 6: Average accuracy of the approximation on FJQN, for various stor-
age spaces. The number a of discretization steps varies, and α/τ = 0.5. The
size of the linear system of equations to be solved is given in italic (for a
three station line).

giving the tightness of the bound. It reveals that the approximation is more
accurate, which is not surprising as the bounding property is lost. However,
this does not seem to be true when the storage space increases. When the
buffer sizes increase, the bound seems to become as accurate as the approxi-
mation (see Tables 3 and 6). From these tables, it can also be observed that
the complexity of the computation of the bound is higher than the one of
the approximation.

Finally, the cycle time approximation has been tested on 220 split net-
works and 220 merge networks (with the service time distributions previ-
ously mentioned). Table 7 reveals that the accuracy of the approximation

Split Merge

m 3 4 3 4

a = 4
1.69% 1.21% 2.94% 2.48%

167 581 306 726

a = 6
0.59% 0.46% 0.95% 0.92%

478 2082 576 2403

a = 8
0.30% 0.22% 0.43% 0.44%
1015 5256 1210 5643

Table 7: Average accuracy of the approximation for various split–and–merge
configurations, with various numbers of servers m. The number a of dis-
cretization steps varies, and α/τ = 0.5. The size of the linear system of
equations to be solved is given in italic (for

∑

b(i, j) = 2).
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is good, even if it is not as good as for FJQN. From these results, it can be
said that the modelling method can be satisfyingly used for split–and–merge
queueing networks too.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a computable, tight and general lower bound
on the cycle time of queueing networks with blocking and with general dis-
tributions. The methodology is presented for fork–join queueing networks
and extended to split configurations. As the service time distributions are
general, an exact analysis is impossible. A bound is thus the only exact
information available.

In a few words, the bounding methodology works as follows. The dis-
tributions are discretized by probability masses fitting, i.e. the probability
masses on regular intervals are aggregated on a particular value of the cor-
responding interval. With the discretized distributions, the critical path, a
sequence of jobs which covers the run, can be computed. In the original
run, this sequence of jobs is non–overlapping, shorter than the run, and
thus leads to a lower bound on the cycle time. Moreover, it can be supposed
that this sequence is close to the critical path in the original time, and that
this becomes more and more true when the discretization is refined, i.e. the
bound becomes tighter and tighter.

In order to assess the tightness of the bound, we compared the results
of the method to simulation results. It showed the good accuracy of the
methodology : the average relative error equals 1.4%, 0.7% and 0.4% with
4, 6 and 8 discretization steps, for fork–join queueing networks. Note that
there is a trade–off between the accuracy and the complexity, which is the
main weakness of the approach. We also argued that the methodology can
be straightforwardly extended to split configurations and it leads to similar
tightness. Finally, we showed that the approximation of the cycle time, given
by the cycle time of the queueing network (fork–join or split–and–merge)
with the discretized distributions, is accurate (0.5%, 0.2% and 0.13% with
4, 6 and 8 discretization steps, for FJQN).
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